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Content
p

Personalization and recommendations

p

What is context?

p

Context and decision making

p

Context impact on item
evaluation(s)

p

InCarMusic: adapting music to the
car context

p

PlayingGuide: adapting music to
visited places

p

RLradio: sequential music channels
recommendations

p

Conclusions
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Recommend a field of specialization
p

Business administration

p

Computer science

p

Engineering

p

Humanities and education

p

Law

p

Medicine

p

Library Science

p

Physical and life sciences

p

Social science and social work

user
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Recommend a specialization to Tom
p

Tom is of high intelligence,
although lacking in true
creativity. He has a need for
order and clarity, and for neat
and tidy systems in which
every detail finds its
appropriate place. He has a
strong drive for competence.
He seems to have little feel
and little sympathy for other
people, and does not enjoy
interacting with others.
Self-centered, he
nonetheless has a deep
moral sense.

[Kahneman, Slovich & Tsversky, 1982]
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Music Recommenders

Recommendation Techniques
p

Content-Based
n

p

Collaborative-based
n

p

features of the music tracks that are liked by the
user are considered when the system predicts what
else the user may like
find users with music preferences that are similar
to those of the target user – recommend items
liked by these similar users

Social-based
n

computing similarities among the items (music
songs or artists) through web mining techniques,
or on exploiting social tagging information.
[Celma & Lamere, 2011]
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Maybe we can invent a new Matrix Factorization
flavor that can reduce MAE by a huge 0.0005%
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Exercise
p

Pinch: what is the meaning of this word?
n

an act of gripping the skin
of someone's body between
finger and thumb

n

an amount of an ingredient
that can be held between
fingers and thumb

p

Mary decided to pinch my arm

p

!!!!! I see
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Examples
p

I like Schoenberg string trio op. 45 but it is
unlikely that I will play it on Christmas Eve

p

I'm fond of Stravinsky's chamber music but after
2 hours of listening to such music I like
something different

p

When approaching the Bolzano gothic cathedral I
find more appropriate to listen to Bach than U2

p

When traveling by car with my family I typically
listen to pop music that I otherwise "hate"

p

When traveling along the coastline I will enjoy
listening to Blues music.
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Factors influencing Holiday Decision
Internal to the tourist
Personality

External to the tourist

Personal
Motivators

Availability of
products
Advice of travel
agents

Disposable
Income

Information obtained
from tourism
organization and
media

Health
Family
commitments

Word-of-mouth
recommendations

Decision

Past experience

Political restrictions:
visa, terrorism,

Works
commitments
Hobbies and
interests
Knowledge of
potential
holidays
Lifestyle

Health problems
Special promotion
and offers
Attitudes,
opinions and
perceptions

Climate
[Swarbrooke & Horner, 2006]

Context in Recommender Systems
p

Recommender Systems are software tools and
techniques providing suggestions for items to be
of use to a user
Context is any information or conditions
that can influence the perception of the
usefulness of an item for a user

p

Recommender systems must take into account
this information to deliver more useful
(perceived) recommendations.
[Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2011]
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Contextual Computing
p

Contextual computing refers to the enhancement
of a userʼs interactions (adaptation) by
understanding the user, the context, and the
applications and information being used, typically
across a wide set of user goals

p

Contextual computing approach focuses on
understanding the information consumption
patterns of each user

p

Contextual computing focuses on the
process not only on the output of the
search process.

[Pitkow et al., 2002]
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Types of Context - Mobile
p

Physical context
n

p

the presence and role of other people around the
user

Interaction media context
n

p

[Fling, 2009]

Social context
n

p

time, position, and activity of the user,
weather, light, and temperature ...

the device used to access the system and the type
of media that are browsed and personalized (text,
music, images, movies, …)

Modal context
n

The state of mind of the user, the user’s goals,
mood, experience, and cognitive capabilities.
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How context influences our reasoning
processes?

Recommender systems should be
aware of these mechanisms to be able
to suggest items that are perceived by
the user as relevant in a contextual
situation.
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System1 and System2
p

Psychologists [Stanovich and West] claim that two
systems are operating in the mind:

p

System 1: operates automatically and quickly, with
little or no effort and no sense of voluntary control

p

System 2: allocates attention to the effortful mental
activities that demand it, including complex
computations.
p

17 x 24 = ?
15

Ambiguity and Context

D. Kahneman, Thinking, fast and slow, Allen Lane pub., 2011

p

System 1 is jumping to the (possibly wrong
conclusions)
n

ABC

n

Financial establishment

n

12 13 14
16

There is always a context
p

When context is present: when you have just
thinking of a river, the word BANK is not
associated to money

p

In absence of context: System1 generates a
likely context (you are not aware of the
alternative interpretations)

p

Recent events and the current context have the
most weight in determining an interpretation

p

Example: The music most recently played
influences the evaluation of the music that you
are listening now.
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Recommend a field of specialization
p

Business administration

p

Computer science

p

Engineering

p

Humanities and education

p

Law

p

Medicine

p

Library Science

p

Physical and life sciences

p

Social science and social work

user

Without any additional information your System 1
has generated a default context to solve this
recommendation task
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Let's go shopping

19

Knowing your goals
p

"what do I want?" – addressed largely through
internal dialogue
n

Depends on how a choice will make us feel

n

Not an easy task

p

Future: what you expect an experience will make
you feel is called expected utility

p

Present: The way an item (movie, travel, etc.)
makes you feel in the moment is called
experienced utility

p

Past: Once you had an experience (e.g. a
movie), future choice will be based on what you
remember about that: remembered utility.

Recommendation Evaluation
Context

recommendation

accept

q Predictions based on the

"remembered" utility data
q Accept/reject is based on
expected utility

Remembered utility

eval

Experienced utility

reject

Expected
Utility

Remembering
p

p

p

D. Kahneman (nobel prize): what we
remember about an experience is
determined by (peak-end rule)
n How the experience felt when it was at its peak
(best or worst)
n How it felt when it ended
We rely on this summary later to remind how the
experience felt and decide whether to have that
experience again
So how well do we know what we want?
n It is doubtful that we prefer an experience to
another very similar just because the first
ended better.
Bias of Remembered Utility

Anchoring
p

How do we determine what is reasonable to spend
for a race bicycle?
n In an online shop that presents only bicycles
costing over 3.000E we may believe that 1.500 is
not enough, or that a bicycle at that price will be a
bargain
n

n

Department stores have always merchandise on
sale: the original ticket price becomes and
anchor against which the sale price is compared
Even if nobody will select the
highest-priced models, the shop
can reap benefits from listing
them – people is induced to buy
the cheaper (but still expensive)
ones.

Interaction context biases Expected Utility
Colnago Ferrari

Opportunity Cost
p

Economists point out that the quality of any given
option can not be assessed in isolation from its
alternatives

p

Opportunity cost: the “costs” of any option
involves considering the opportunities that a
different option would have afforded

p

According to standard economic assumptions,
the only opportunity costs that should figure
into a decision are the ones associated with the
next best alternative, because you wouldn’t
have chosen the third, fourth, or n-th best
alternative.

Dissatisfaction because of opportunity
costs
p

p

A study in which people were asked how much they
would be willing to pay for subscriptions to magazines
[Brenner, Rottenstreich,& Sood, 1999].
n

Some were asked about individual magazines or
videos

n

Others were asked about these same items as part
of a group with other magazines or videos

Respondents placed a higher value on the magazine
or the video when they were evaluating it in
isolation
n

If evaluated as part of a group, opportunity costs
associated with the other options reduce the
value of each of them.

Interaction context biases Expected Utility

[Mahmood & Ricci, 2009]

System Decision Points
System Action A

View State

System Action B1

View State

User Request A
View State
User Request B

System Action B2

System Decision Point

p

1.
2.
3.

View State

Systems Decision Points: in some states of the interaction,
multiple system actions could be available - equally like to
produce a good outcome of the interaction?
The Agent executes one action
The user replies - click on a button or hyperlink (make a
request)
The System records this transition and builds (in the long
run) a probabilistic model of the user behavior.
[Mahmood & Ricci, 2009]
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State Variables (Contextual Factors)
State Variable

Description

User Request/Response

label ranging on all possible user requests/responses

Current Result Size

the number of products retrieved by a query

Travel Characteristics
Specified?

whether the user, up to the current stage, has specified her
travel characteristics (or not)

Cart Status

whether the user, up to the current stage, has added some
product to her cart (or not)

Result Pages Viewed

the number of result pages viewed by the user up to some
stage

User Goal

the goal of the user during her session. In our application this
is always “travel planning”

User Experience

the user experience on tourism in Austria

User Response: Tightening

the response of the user to the query tightening suggestions

User Response: Relax

the response of the user to the query relaxation suggestions

User Response: Auto Relax

the response of the user to the query auto-relax offer

Position of the most recent “Position” refers to the productʼs location in the ranked list of
product added to the travel displayed products on a given result page
plan
Score of the most recent The product “Score” is a value that lies between 1 and 100
product which the user has and it is the recommender system’s estimation of the
added to her travel plan
goodness of the recommendation

ReRex

Context used to
differentiate options
and decrease
opportunity cost.

Influencing Expected Utility
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System 1 and System 2
p

p

Users select
recommendations by
estimating their expected
utility
n

This is influenced by
the context (interaction)

n

System 1 is sometimes
is deciding for you

Recommender systems predict your
behavior based on remembered utility
and adopt System 2 logic
n

Users may show completely different behaviors
from those predicted!
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System 2 logic of RSs
1.

Two types of entities: Users and Items

2.

A background knowledge:
l

A set of ratings: a map R: Users x Items à
[0,1] U {?} – R is a partial function!

l

A set of “features” of the Users and/or Items

3.

A method for substituting all or part of the ʻ?ʼ
values - for some (user, item) pairs – with good
rating predictions

4.

A method for selecting the items to
recommend
l

Recommend to u the item:

l

i*=arg maxi∈Items {R(u,i)}
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[Adomavicius et al., 2005]

Predictions
p
p

What degree should
Tom attain?

Many recommender systems
– relaying on statistics –
hence will suggest to Tom
Business Administration

Tom is of high intelligence,
although lacking in true
creativity. He has a need for
order and clarity, and for neat
and tidy systems in which every
detail finds its appropriate place.
He has a strong drive for
competence. He seems to have
little feel and little sympathy for
other people, and does not enjoy
interacting with others.
Self-centered, he
nonetheless has a deep
moral sense.

p

Business
administration

p

Computer science

p

Engineering

p

Humanities and
education

p

Law

p

Medicine

p

Library Science

p

Physical and life
sciences

p

Social science and
social work
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Bayes Rule
p

P(CS | tom) = P(CS) * P(tom | CS) / P(tom)

p

If P(CS) = 3%, and it is 5 times more likely to find
a guy like Tom at computer science than in
general then P(CS | tom) = 15%

p

If P(BA) = 22% and guys like Tom are not found
in BA more often than in general

p

Then it is still more likely that Tom is doing
business administration rather than computer
science!

p

A recommender system that is analyzing
users' behaviors will recommend Tom to do
BA.
33

A Bidimensional Model
item

user

ratings

User
features

Product
features
Where is context?
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http://www.customizeit.com.au/
images/art/The%20Third
%20Dimension.jpg
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Multidimensional (extensional) Model
New evaluation/rating
prediction methods
are required

[Adomavicius et al., 2005]
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What Context is Relevant?
p

“Shindlerʼs List” has been rated 5 stars by john
on January 27th (Remembrance day)
n

p

In this case January 27th is expressing relevant
context

“Shindlerʼs List” has been rated 4 stars by john
on March 27th
n

In this case March 27th is expressing
(probably) irrelevant context

p

Context relevance may be item dependent

p

… and also user dependent

p

What are the relevant contextual
dimensions and conditions for each item and
user?
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Example 1 - MusicInCar
p

Detecting relevant contextual factors – based on
user survey (expected utility)

p

Acquiring ratings in context

p

Generating rating predictions with context-aware
matrix factorization
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Android Application

39

[Baltrunas et al., 2011]

Methodological Approach
1. Identifying potentially relevant contextual factors
§

Heuristics, consumer behavior literature

2. Ranking contextual factors
§

Based on subjective evaluations (what if scenario)

3. Measuring the dependency of the ratings from the

contextual conditions and the users
§

Users rate items in imagined contexts

4. Modeling the rating dependency from context
§

Extended matrix factorization model

5. Learning the prediction model
§

Stochastic gradient descent

6. Delivering context-aware rating predictions and item

recommendation
[Baltrunas et al., 2011]
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Contextual Factors
p

driving style (DS): relaxed driving, sport driving

p

road type(RT): city, highway, serpentine

p

landscape (L): coast line, country side, mountains/
hills, urban

p

sleepiness (S): awake, sleepy

p

traffic conditions (TC): free road, many cars, traffic
jam

p

mood (M): active, happy, lazy, sad

p

weather (W): cloudy, snowing, sunny, rainy

p

natural phenomena (NP): day time, morning,
night, afternoon
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Determine Context Relevance

p

Web based application

p

We collected 2436 evaluations from 59 users
Expected Utility Estimation
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User Study Results
Blues

MI

Classical

MI

Country

MI

Disco

MI

Hip Hop

MI

driving style
road type
sleepiness

0.32 driving style
0.22 sleepiness
0.14 weather

0.77 sleepiness
0.21 driving style
0.09 weather

0.47 mood
0.36 weather
0.19 sleepiness

traffic
0.18 conditions
0.17 mood
0.15 sleepiness

0.19
0.15
0.11

traffic
conditions

natural
0.12 phenomena

0.09 mood

traffic
0.13 conditions

natural
0.13 phenomena

0.11

0.11 mood
0.11 landscape

0.09 landscape
0.06 road type

0.11 driving style
0.11 road type

0.10 weather
0.06 landscape

0.07
0.05

weather

0.09 road type

traffic
0.02 conditions

natural
0.10 phenomena

0.05 driving style

0.05

mood

traffic
0.06 conditions

natural
0.02 phenomena

0.04 landscape

0.05 road type

0.01

natural
phenomena
landscape

p

Normalized Mutual Information of the contextual
condition on the Influence variable (1/0/-1)

p

The higher the MI the larger the influence
43

In Context Ratings

p

Contextual conditions are sampled with probability
proportional to the MI of the contextual factor and music
genre
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Influence on the Average Rating
no-context

context

In the No-Context condition users are
evaluating rating in the default context.
The default context is the context where
consuming the items makes sense –
best context.
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Predictive Model

p

vu and qi are d dimensional real valued vectors
representing the user u and the item i

p

is the average of the item i ratings

p

bu is a baseline parameter for user u

p

bgjc is the baseline of the contextual condition cj (factor j)
and genre gi of item i
n

p

We assume that context influences uniformly all the
tracks with a given genre

If a contextual factor is unknown, i.e., cj = 0, then the
corresponding baseline bgjc is set to 0.

Modeling Context-Item dependencies
q CAMF-C assumes that each contextual

condition has a global influence on
the ratings - independently from the
item
q CAMF-CI introduces one parameter

per each contextual condition and
item pair (as depicted above)
introduces one model
parameter for each contextual
condition and item category (music
genre).

Global

Item

q CAMF-CC

Genre
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Predicting Expected Utility in Context

Global

Item average
Matrix Factorization
(personalization)

Genre

Item

Matrix Factorization
and context
[Baltrunas et al., 2011]
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Example 2 - PlayingGuide
p

Matching music to a place of interest (interaction
context)

p

Exploiting the "emotional similarity" of music
tracks and places
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Adapting Music to POIs
p

The Cathedral of Bolzano
n Bach
or
n Vivaldi?

p

Vocabulary gap
n common vocabulary for music and POIs –
emotions
[Kaminskas & Ricci, 2011]

Geneva Emotional Music Scale
Category

Tags

Wonder

Allured, Amazed, Moved, Admiring

Transcendence

Fascinated, Overwhelmed, Thrills,
Transcendence

Tenderness

Mellowed, Tender, Affectionate, In love

Nostalgia

Sentimental, Dreamy, Melancholic, Nostalgic

Peacefulness

Calm, Serene, Soothed, Meditative

Power

Triumphant, Energetic, Strong, Fiery

Joyful
Activation

Joyful, Animated, Bouncy, Amused

Tension

Tense, Agitated, Irritated

Sadness

Sad, Tearful

[M. Zentner, et al.: Emotions evoked by the sound of music: Characterization,
classification, and measurement. Emotion, 8(4):494-521, August 2008]

Similarity Measures – Predictive Model
p

Resources (music tracks and POIs) annotated
with a set of emotional tags

p

Compute the similarity between context and
music

?

p

Tags were acquired with a web application

Online User Study

p

p

Experienced Utility

In this example, the measures used to select the tracks are:
n

Jaccard (suggests tracks 1 and 5)

n

Jaccard with merged tag profiles (suggests tracks 3
and 5)

n

Low similarity tracks (suggests tracks 2 and 4)

The user is not aware of the items' tag profiles, and of the
different ways the tracks were selected.

Online User Study

All four approaches perform significantly better
than the low similarity matching (99% confidence
level of z-test)

Mobile Guide

Experienced Utility
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[Braunhofer, Kaminskas & Ricci, 2011]

Impact of context
Evaluation results show that:
n

Users consider the music produced by our
approach as better suited for the POIs

n

Users rate music higher in mobile guide
(compared to when listening to the same tracks at
a computer)
1"
Proportion of users agreeing with system
suggestions"

p

χ2(1, N = 308) = 10.89, p < 0.001 "
0.9"
0.8"
0.7"

0.77"

0.6"
0.6"
0.5"
0.4"
0.3"
0.2"
0.1"
0"
Matching music to POIs"

Not matching music to POIs"

Example 3 - RLradio
p

Adapting the current channel recommendation to
the use listening behavior:
n

The fraction of the recommended music
actually listened to

p

Exploiting implicit feedback – skip a track

p

Running the recommender system on the client
side
n

Client side: RS selects the music provider

n

Server side: RS selects the music
(owned by the server) to be
delivered to the client

[Moling et al., 2012]
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Music Preferences for Channels

RLRadio Music Player

Reinforcement Learning
Percentage
of the track
actually
listened to

Select a
channel
and play
next track
Recommender System

e.g. Rock > Pop

User + Player

State (contextual) model
p

The state model describes the interaction
context of the recommendation

p

It contains:

1. The channels recommended
in the previous two listening
steps
2. How much the user listened
to these channels (Reward) –
discretized in 3 levels
3. The user preferences for
each channel – discretized in
4 levels

p < 15%

< 15%

15% < p
p < 60%

> 60%

Evaluation
Reinforcement-Learning
System
Channel recommended
using:
- channel preferences
- R-learning using implicit
feedback

vs.

Explicit-Feedback
System
Channel recommended
using:
- channel preferences

p

Group #1: tested first the Explicit-Feedback System,
and then the Reinforcement-Learning System

p

Group #2: as Group #1, but in inverse order

p

Questionnaire after testing each system

Results
*!"
)!"
(!"
'!"
&!"
%!"
$!"
=>=0/1?"@"
=2=0/1?"=>"

#!"
!"

+,-."/0123"21456717-"896"
:917;564<"

Reinforcement learning – explicit and implicit feedback
Only explicit feedback – channel preferences
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Major obstacle for contextual
computing
p

Understand the impact of contextual dimensions
on the personalization process

p

Selecting (dynamically) the right information,
i.e., relevant in a particular personalization task

p

Obtain sufficient and reliable data describing
the user preferences in context

p

Embed the contextual dimension in a more
classical – simpler - recommendation
computational model.
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Take away messages
1. Two dimensional (user-items) models are
obsolete
2. There are at least three types of user's
evaluations to manage (expected, experienced,
remembered) – they are interrelated and
context-dependent
3. Context is ubiquitous – there is no
recommendation without a context
4. Modeling and reasoning with context can really
bring new and substantially more useful
recommender systems.
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